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Ongoing costs (could be financed through a full or partial cost recovery model)
The proposals will require Police to perform a number of new regulatory functions on an
ongoing basis. These include:
1. Additional technology support costs – the number of users of the new technology
system will be significantly higher than anticipated under the pre-existing
programme. This, together with the need for increased technological functionality,
will result in higher ongoing technology support costs than originally anticipated.
2. New organisational functions – additional staffing will be required to perform new
responsibilities. This includes operating the full functionality of the registry, the
licensing of clubs and ranges, a new internal review function, new suspension and
seizure powers, new record keeping obligations for dealers, a stakeholder advisory
group, and new offences.
3. Additional administrative support costs – paper-based access to the registry and its
functions will be necessary as some licence-holders will not have access to
technology or the internet.
4. Police prosecution functions – the addition of new offences and increase in
penalties may require additional staffing for Police prosecution functions, including
the Armoury, Criminal Justice Support Unit (CJSU), Police Prosecution Services
and investigations.
5. Crown solicitor network – the increased penalties may require Police to make an
additional call on the Crown solicitor network to support prosecutions for firearm
offences.
Costs to other agencies
A number of costs will be borne by other agencies as a result of the proposed changes. It
should be noted that the costs listed in respect of these activities are currently low and
Police do not expect a surged increase:
1. Ministry of Justice – court activity associated with challenges to licensing decisions
and prosecutions for Arms Act offences (both civil and criminal). Increased
penalties could increase the number of solely firearms related cases being held
with jury trials. There may be additional Legal Aid spending in criminal cases.
2. Department of Corrections – increased penalties for firearm offences could result in
an increase in the prisoner population – both in terms of time on remand and
sentence length.
Costs to firearms licensees
Ongoing costs could be recovered from firearm licence holders through an increase in
licence and other fees. Likewise, any shortening of duration to licences would result in an
increase to the average annual cost paid by the licensee. Further analysis is required to
determine the extent to which fees would need to be increased in order to shift to a full
cost recovery model.
Disclosure of material changes to mental health and physical fitness, may require licence
holders to obtain a health check to demonstrate that they remain fit and proper to possess
a licence.
An administrative cost to register firearms holdings and firearms trades will fall to individual
firearms holders, and in particular dealers and collectors who hold and trade in greater
volumes. The cost of verifying and logging information on sale and purchase transactions
into the registry will fall to licensees. These costs are expected to be kept at a minimum,
as the information technology (IT) developed is intended to make current record keeping
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focussing on the Whakatūpato programme that delivers firearms safety training to rural
and isolated communities.
Among other things, feedback in relation to these proposals included the need for
modernisation of processing firearms licences and permits. One of the key areas of
opportunity identified during the roadshows, was the need for Police to introduce digital
options and automation where possible to meet the changing needs of the community,
while still retaining paper-based options. In September and October 2018, Police tested
with firearms licence holders and dealers a proposed system that streamlines licensing
processes and record keeping and received positive feedback.
Other feedback from this engagement included:
•

the need for simplicity while maintaining rigour,

•

clarity and consistency in the interpretation of the Arms Act,

•

building nationwide awareness and knowledge on the safe use and storage of
firearms, and

•

the need for stronger penalties for firearms offending and stronger action to
manage offending.

Many of the recommendations for amending firearms legislation that were put to the Police
Minister in December 2018, were to address these issues discussed with stakeholders.
Since then, and subsequent to the Christchurch attack, the policy around these issues has
been developed and progressed further to form the proposals and options developed in
this Regulatory Impact Analysis.
After the Christchurch attack there was, for the first time, a high level of public support for
amending the Arms Act. From the nearly 13,000 submissions received by the select
committee on the first Arms Amendment Bill, it was clear that the public would like to see a
range of broader issues addressed in a second amendment bill. These comments were
received from submitters on all sides of the argument on the first bill. A large number of
comments were centred around the need for:
•

A statement of intent in the Act to help Police enforce the rules

•

Higher penalties and mandatory prison terms for violations of the Arms Act

•

Higher levels of vetting and security

•

A review of the licensing system to make it more rigorous, codification of the fit
and proper test, and a fit and proper test that takes into account criminal
associations

•

A registry of all firearms and where they are located, including recording of
private sales, and owners obliged to supply details of all firearms

•

Demonstrating a genuine need for a firearm

•

More regulation around dealers and manufacturers, including broadening the
definition of ‘dealer’

•

Duty of care for firearms licence holders

•

Gun clubs to report questionable behaviour

•

Revocation of licence and penalties for failure to comply with storage
regulations

These above views included in this analysis were drawn from submissions to the first Arms
Amendment Bill in March 2019.
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•

People with permissions to possess, use, import, sell and/or supply firearms,
weapons and ammunition have a responsibility to act in the interests of
personal and public safety.

•

Everybody works together to promote and protect personal and public safety.

The intention of this option is to make clear that there is no automatic right to own or
possess firearms in New Zealand, including for the purposes of self-defence, and that
along with privileges come responsibilities. A principle that makes all licence holders
responsible for personal and public safety aims to lift expectations and drive behaviours
towards the desired outcome. All people who operate in the firearms community have a
part to play and all need to work together to this end. It is a simple and straightforward
approach to supporting the Long Title of the Act.
This option will provide some additional guidance on the purpose of the Act whilst being
sufficiently broad to ensure the purpose retains its relevance over time.
Option 3: Insert an alternative stand-alone purpose statement, as well as being more
specific around what public safety means
This option is a mix of purpose and objectives, and might look like:
Purpose of the Act
1) The purposes of the Act are to:
a. confirm firearm possession and use as being a privilege that is conditional
on the overriding need to ensure public safety; and
b. improve public safety –
i. by imposing strict controls on the possession , use, acquisition,
supply and manufacture of firearms; and
ii. by requiring/promoting the safe and responsible storage, transport
and use (whether for recreational or other purposes) of firearms.
c. confirm that people with permissions to use, import, sell and supply firearms
have a responsibility and duty to act in the interests of public and individual
safety; and
d. confirm that having a safe firearms environment requires the cooperation
and support of everyone.
2) The object of this Act is to prevent the misuse of firearms.
This option provides a clear high-level statement which combines both purpose and
objectives covering the key areas identified as needed to clarify the intent of the Act.
The high-level nature of the option allows for both certainty and the flexibility to evolve to
meet the challenges around firearms in the future. However, as with the first option, this
option does not provide any greater detailed objectives that describe how the purpose will
be achieved.
Option 4: Insert a purpose statement, supported by more detailed objectives
This option is similar to the purpose statements and objectives in firearms laws in South
Australia and New South Wales. This might look like:
Purpose and objects of Act
1) The purposes of the Act are to:
a. confirm firearm possession, ownership and use as being a privilege that is
conditional on the overriding need to ensure public safety; and
b. improve public safety —
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i. by imposing strict controls on the possession, use, acquisition,
supply and manufacture of firearms; and
ii. by requiring/promoting the safe and responsible storage, transport
and use (whether for recreational or other purposes) of firearms
c. confirm that people with permissions to use, import, sell and supply firearms
have a responsibility and duty to act in the interests of public and individual
safety; and
d. confirm that having a safe firearms environment requires the cooperation
and support of everyone

2) The objects of the Act are as follows:
a. to ensure that the possession and use of prohibited firearms and magazines
and parts is permitted only in strictly limited circumstances;
b. to establish a register of firearms and an integrated licensing and
registration scheme for all firearms, and enable information sharing for the
register for specified government agencies for specific purposes;
c. to establish a “fit and proper” assessment for firearms licence holders;
d. to require each person who possesses or acquires a firearm or ammunition
under the authority of a licence or permit to have established a genuine
reason to possess or acquire the firearm or ammunition;
e. to provide strict requirements that must be satisfied in relation to firearms
and transactions and activities involving firearms;
f. to provide standards to ensure the safe and secure storage and transport of
firearms and to provide an inspection and monitoring regime that includes
enabling Police to inspect security and storage arrangements more
regularly
g. to establish appropriate offences and penalties to prevent people from
retaining, using or selling the newly prohibited firearms, parts, magazines
and ammunition
h. to ensure fines and penalties are both proportionate and dissuasive, where
needed
i. to reduce the number of firearms that are in unlawful possession in the
community through a general amnesty;
j. to prevent or restrict persons and organisations from accessing, possessing
or using firearms for criminal purposes;
k. to establish a small number of exemptions, to avoid criminalising those who
have a legitimate use for a prohibited firearm;
l. to minimise the risk of persons becoming victims of crimes involving the use
or threatened use of firearms;
m. to minimise the risk of persons causing injury or harm (including
psychological harm) to themselves or others by the use or threatened use
of firearms.
This option provides a clear high-level statement of purpose and a more detailed list of
objectives that set out both the why and how of firearms controls. The detailed list provides
signposts to what is in the body of the legislation and the principles behind it. As such it
provides more specific guidance for users of the legislation, including the Courts, to
facilitate a better understanding of the underlying policy.
However, there is a risk that this approach is too prescriptive and some of the flexibility
sought to enable the legislation to move with the times may be lost. There is also a risk
that the prescriptiveness could result in a more narrow interpretation of the purpose than
intended, and not be as effective as wanted or needed.
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This option looks at the opportunity to set clear rules in statute around what makes a
person fit and proper and what does not. This will strengthen the robustness of the process
and provide certainty for both Police and the applicant. It will also reduce the risk that
someone who is a high risk user (a person who has disregard for safety or is a criminal)
being issued with a firearms licence.
Having a fit and proper person test that balances positive and negative characteristics or
criteria in primary legislation will increase transparency, enforceability, and will better align
to the proposed purpose of the Act to ensure personal and public safety.
To balance contributions to an assessment of a person’s fit and proper status might
include:
•

having the knowledge and skills, or access to the knowledge and skills, for the
safe use and possession of firearms

•

behaviour consistent with the personal and public safety objectives of the Act

•

having knowledge of, and adherence with, legal obligations (such as registering
all firearms), and any set conditions on their licences

There will be many ways to demonstrate these criteria. Young people may learn hands-on
safe firearms skills under supervision in a family or whanau environment. Alternatively, a
common route to learning skills and knowledge is through target shooting and hunting
clubs. There are also various training courses in New Zealand. The safety test that must
be passed by first-time applicants will be relevant. A fit and proper assessment would
involve determining the patterns of behaviour consistent with the knowledge and skills
element of the fit and proper test. This option would be supported by further guidance
developed by Police.
The requirement to display patterns of behaviour consistent with the personal and public
safety objectives of the Act links the person’s ability to get a licence directly with the
overarching purpose of the Act. There are two ways that Police recommend this could be
done.
First, would be criteria in the Act that would give Police clear grounds for refusing a licence
application. These could be similar to those in Queensland firearms law, that a person is
not a fit and proper person if in the last five years:
•

•

They have been convicted of, or discharged from custody after the person has
been convicted of:
o

serious offences relating to the misuse of drugs;

o

an offence relating to participation in an organised crime group (s98A of the
Crimes Act 1961);

o

serious offences involving the use or threatened use of violence; or

o

serious offences involving the use, carriage, discharge or possession of a
firearm or weapon;

when a protection order, other than a temporary protection order, has been
made against them.

These convictions are significant. They demonstrate behaviour not in keeping with the
personal and public safety purpose of the Act. If a person meets any one of the criteria the
Act will be clear that they cannot apply for a licence for ten years. A person’s licence would
also be revoked if, after obtaining a licence, they were convicted of one of these offences
or issued with a domestic violence order.
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Under this option, the Act would also set out some discretionary criteria indicative of
behaviour that a person may not be fit and proper. These may not necessarily disqualify an
applicant or existing licence holder, but would empower Police to seek further information
to establish if there are concerning patterns of behaviour. These could include a person
who has:
•

has been the subject of a protection order;

•

has shown no regard for the Arms Act or Arms Regulations;

•

has a pattern of substance abuse;

•

has committed a serious offence against the Arms Act;

•

has committed any serious offence against any other Act;

•

has committed a series of minor offences against the Arms Act;

•

has committed crimes involving violence or drugs or alcohol;

•

is a member of, or has close affiliations with, an organised crime group or gang
involved in committing violent offences;

•

has been or is involved in serious family violence incidents;

•

has shown patterns of behaviour demonstrating a tendency to, or encouraging
or promoting, violence, hatred or intolerance;

•

has exhibited significant mental ill health or attempted suicide or other selfinjurious behaviour;

•

has shown disregard for peoples’ property and land or Crown property and
land;

•

has been assessed as a risk to a state’s national security; or

•

any other discretionary criterion as defined in regulations.

There may be a perception that the discretionary criteria are far-reaching and intrusive.
Police operates within the Privacy Act, however, there are privacy-sensitive areas that
need to be considered. The state of mind of the firearms licence holder is an important
factor in assessing a person’s fitness to hold a firearms licence, which over the duration of
10 years of a licence, can change due to any number of life events. This is looked at in
greater detail in the next option.
Option 3: Ongoing disclosure requirements of firearms licence holders
This option recognises that over the course of a licence period, circumstances can change,
as can a person’s suitability to hold a firearms licence. It mitigates the risk of this by
requiring a person to agree to disclose if, at any time, during the licence period the
information they have supplied has changed. Police can then assess if the person still
meets the fit and proper person test.
The proposal is that a licence holder must disclose material changes in circumstances,
including:
•

serious mental health changes or any temporary or permanent physical
hindrance that might prevent the applicant from safely using a firearm; and

•

any changes relating to the set of discretionary factors that are considered as
part of the fit and proper test, e.g. drug abuse, gambling addiction or violence.

Timely information is key to managing firearms risks. Complete information is needed both
at the outset of assessing a person as being fit and proper, and at any stage during a
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licence, if there are concerns about legitimate firearms licence-holders who display unsafe
behaviours. The state of mind of the licence holder is the most difficult matter to assess.
Police would make its risk assessment on the basis of all the available information. If
during the course of a licence, new information becomes available, such as if a licence
holder’s mental or physical health status has changed. Police can then ask the person to
seek confirmation from an appropriate health practitioner of their health status, suspend or
revoke the licence.
The need to ensure that someone remains fit and proper during the course of their licence
is inextricably linked to the purpose of the Act of ensuring personal and public safety. The
intention of this approach is to place the onus of responsibility on the firearms owner, to
make safe and responsible choices in line with being a fit and proper person. This
requirement could have an offence for false or misleading information supplied on the
form, and for not advising Police if circumstances/information has changed.
Putting the obligation into the main body of the Act would support a transparent approach,
as well as making the requirements a legal obligation. Transparency enables people to
choose whether they want to give the information required or not, and they can act
accordingly. This might be holding off making a firearms licence application, or voluntarily
surrendering their firearms licence.
This approach has formed part of Police’s human rights and privacy considerations. A
Privacy Impact Assessment has been done to highlight risks of Police holding sensitive
and personal information and steps that can be taken to mitigate the risks.
Option 4: Provide for a review of decisions
At present a person whose licence application is declined or whose licence is revoked may
appeal to the court (section 62 of the Arms Act provides a right of appeal from official
decisions to a District Court Judge).
There may be value in building in a (legislatively provided for) review step prior to the court
appeal.
The review would be taken by a person delegated by the Commissioner who was not
involved in the original decision. This will provide an opportunity to ensure that:
•

decisions are robust;

•

decisions can be changed;

•

a decision can be explained better (which may avoid an appeal); and

•

police are better prepared to defend an appeal.

This would provide a lower cost option for applicants or licence-holders who wish to
challenge a decision, than if they were to take a case to a court of law. It is expected that
this intermediate measure will address some challenges that would have otherwise gone
into the court process.
There is a risk that, as a standalone option without the fit and proper person test being put
into the legislation, and without the ongoing disclosure requirements, a new review
process could increase the quantity of challenges to Police decisions because of the lack
of transparency and enforceability.
Considerations:
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risks to public
safety or help
customers be
safe or stay
safe, as some
‘dealers’ are
not captured by
the law, and
most dealers
retain their
licence unless
their behaviour
is particularly
poor or illegal.

an individual –
regardless of
the greater
risks associated
with holding
more firearms.
Most legislative
interventions
do not apply to
broad range of
businesses.

leading to the
ad hoc issue
of a licence.

Option 2:

High

High

Medium/Low

An excellent character
test for issuing a dealer’s
licence

Supports the
purpose of the
Act around
ensuring
personal and
public safety
and reflects the
increased risk
that dealers
expose the
public to
(ability to
import, store,
sell firearms).

Creates and
maintains a
higher standard
for those who
run a firearms
related
business than a
standard
licence holder,
and reflective
of the risk of
having dealers
in communities.

Will require
legislative and
operational
policy change
to implement.
Will require
dealers to
undergo a
higher
standard of
test, and may
mean some
dealers go out
of business.

Option 3:

High

High

Medium/Low

A clearer definition
supported by a set of
interventions to improve
compliance

Supports the
purpose of the
Act regarding
ensuring
personal and
public safety as
it includes more
businesses
dealing in some
type of firearms
trade. More
businesses

Creates and
maintains a
higher standard
for those who
run a firearms
related
business than a
general licence
holder.
Businesses
unable to
circumvent law
and be held
accountable
because able to
be assessed
against legal
regime.

Will require
legislative and
operational
policy change
to implement.
Will require
dealers to
undergo a
higher
standard of
test, and may
mean some
dealers go out
of business.

High/Medium

High/Medium
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•

understanding and communicating firearms obligations to members including
but not limited to security of storage and transport of firearms, as well as
supervision

These would be the minimum requirements needed for an operator to be running a
club/range safely. Similar to the fit and proper person test, operators would be required to
maintain the behaviours that demonstrate excellent character for the duration of the period
they operate the shooting club or range, and provide evidence of this to Police if asked.
There could be an offence for operators who provided misleading information to Police, or
who did not advise Police of any changes to information supplied at the time of their
assessment of good character to operate a shooting club or range.
This option would address a need that people who operate shooting clubs and ranges are
suitable to do so in a manner which prioritises public safety and personal safety. It would
support the purpose of the Act around public safety, acting in the public interest and reflect
that firearms use is a privilege.
This would create compliance costs for operators, depending on the size, activities and
current operational procedures of the club. This could include the cost of acquiring a
firearms licence.
Option 3: A licensing regime for clubs and ranges
A shooting club or range may be the central point within a local firearms community. The
club or range is one of the primary means by which shooters come together to practice, to
mentor, and to socialise. A shooting club or range may be a person’s first experience of
shooting and these early experiences can dictate long term attitudes to firearms.
An option would be to require all shooting clubs and ranges to be licensed. This includes
pistol clubs. This would provide oversight of what types of clubs were operating in what
locations and what their operational processes and procedures are. It would provide a
touch point for Police to connect with firearms users in communities to reinforce positive
and healthy attitudes to gun ownership.
Legislation could specify a definition of a club or range in order that licensing requirements
apply. As the Arms Act is constructed on the premise that individuals are licensed, the
licensing regime for clubs and ranges will be based around the types of activity that can be
undertaken, the design of the club and range, and obligations to, and by, members.
The licensing regime would place greater obligations on clubs to meet planning and
reporting requirements and to have inspections undertaken. In addition, licensing would
require clubs and ranges to:
•

provide ongoing training programmes for operators, users, instructors and
supervisors;

•

have a charter around the safe operation and healthy attitudes to firearms
ownership and use, published in visible locations at the club;

•

ensure all users have agreed to abide by the rules as a pre-requisite of using
the club and range and show evidence that they are enforced; and

•

provide the Commissioner of Police with information on request.

The regulatory regime could be graduated, in regulations, based on the size and nature of
the club or range.
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•
•

mail order sales effected through an endorsement by Police, including for A
category firearms enables data collection;
dealer records of all sales of firearms that is provided only upon request back as far
as a five year period.

This information largely represents sales of new firearms and the transfer of pistols and
restricted weapons. Following amendments to the Arms Act this year, this will now include
prohibited firearms. Firearms have a long life and new firearms sales are a small
proportion of New Zealand’s armoury. There is a strong market for second hand firearms
and unless these are sold through a dealer, the transfer of these guns is not captured in
any way.
Option 2: Expand the current registry to include all firearms
Option 2 proposes that information on all firearms is collected. The benefits are that Police
could then track and trace all firearms in New Zealand as well as across the border. While
at first glance this may appear to be very costly, the costs can be reduced through
technology. Shortly, firearms and licensing information will be held on a single centralised
records and the current permit to possess processes will be automated as above (currently
limited to prohibited firearms, pistols and restricted weapons). Police is funding its firearms
modernisation project within its baselines.
Modern automation can be used to both collect information on firearms and licenceholders and also place quality assurance and controls on the processes for purchasing
and selling firearms. Practically, this means:
•

the information on people and the firearms they possess can be linked and
known in real time;

•

the identities of firearms licence holders can be verified in real time;

•

identification of the firearms can be traced at the point of registration or
purchase; and

•

any firearm can be tracked through its lifecycle, as can firearms licence-holders
for the duration of licences.

With a technology-enabled registry, applicants will be able to log in to their own account
and see their details held, which could include name, address, date of birth, licence
number and endorsements, plus any firearms registered to them. No one else would have
access to that information. During the sale of a firearms the seller would sign into the
registry and be able to check whether the name and firearm licence number of the buyer is
valid. The registry would signal that the seller should proceed with the transaction if the
information is correct.
A benefit of having a registry of firearms holdings against each licensee is that it can help
Police to identify when a person has a firearm. For example, Protection Orders: people
with firearm licences often claim in Court they do not have any firearms, and it is difficult
for Police to verify this or use current search and seizure powers.
Police estimates the additional establishment cost of extending the regime to include A
category firearms to be approximately $2.0 million based on current costs of the system to
date (see Section 4.1 – costs and benefits analysis). Some groups will express concern
about the administrative costs to the sector of setting up a registry. Some firearms owners
will need assistance to identify particularly older firearms and load information into the
system, which would be a resource cost. This cost could be met by the individual firearms
owners in recognition of the private benefit they derive from having the firearm, or met by
the taxpayer given the public benefit derived from better public safety as a result of a more
comprehensive collection of data.
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Sub-option 2a: Collect forwards looking information only on A category firearms
One option to close the information gaps to expand controls around all firearms trade and
processes to improve public and personal safety is to have a register that collects
forwards-looking information only on A category firearms.
Collecting information from now on could be relatively straightforward. The information
could be collected during the purchasing process similar to vehicle registration. Automation
can be used to manage processes around information quality control, identity verification
and the authenticity of, and endorsements on, firearms licences.
The benefit of this approach is that the registry builds over time, and less resource is
required to support those who need help to uniquely identify their firearm in order to
populate the registry. However, there is significantly less benefit in establishing a forwardslooking only register as it will not capture any information on the large number of firearms
that are not being traded, and so the risk management and public safety benefits of having
this data will not be fully realised.
Sub-option 2b: Collect both forwards looking and backfilled information on A
category firearms
A second option would include collecting both forwards-looking and backfilled information
on A category firearms. Backfilling could be achieved by enabling firearms owners to log in
and provide information themselves, at any point, and not just when trading or relicensing
occurs. The time this will take someone to do will depend on the size of their firearms
holding but for the majority of firearms holders this is not expected to be onerous.
Requiring individual firearms owners to backfill information on their own firearms holdings
is in line with the principle that all people involved in the firearms regime have a
responsibility to act in the interests of public and personal safety, and therefore to
participate in a registration system.
At natural touch points with the system people will be required to register all the firearms in
their possession. As well as collecting information when the trading of firearms, these other
points should include:
•

at the firearms owner’s licensing stage

•

when required to notify a change in circumstances, such as a change in
address

•

when applying for an endorsement on a licence

•

when issued with monitoring or enforcement action or otherwise at the request
of Police.

Licence holders will be required to provide the registry with their firearms inventory as and
when these points arise. As a catch-all, any person who has not registered their firearms
will be required to do so within five years of the registry going live.
There is a risk that some individuals will not fully backfill. One of the incentives to backfill
will be that the owner of the firearm will need to have the firearm registered if they ever
want to sell or transfer the firearm to another person.
It may take some time for firearms holders to comply, Police should take an enabling role
to educate and assist anyone having difficulty providing the necessary information. This
would be done at a local level with the community arms officers who already provide
support and guidance to firearms licensees. Communication and support could also be
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well-placed to have the security systems and means to manage some of the more
pressing risks.
Option 2: Require a permit to possess for A category firearms
One option for the forward-looking process would be to require firearms licence-holders to
seek a permit to possess for A category firearms the same as for prohibited, restricted
firearms, and pistols. A permit to possess is essentially a pre-approval to purchase a pistol,
restricted weapon and prohibited firearm. The permit process enables the tracking of one
of these firearms and weapons throughout their lifecycle.
Police is in the process of automating and centralising information and processes to
manage the firearms regime for prohibited firearms, pistols and restricted weapons as part
of its modernisation programme.
The advantage of this process is that Police would have the discretion to approve or refuse
the issue of a permit. Without a permit the transaction could not proceed. Police may
refuse a permit to possess if the licence holder already has significant quantities of
firearms and there is no justification for purchasing more, or, if the storage and security
arrangements for the firearms needed updating as a consequence of the purchase.
This option would enabled private sales to continue. However, there would be a delay in
completing the transaction and this approach would represent a reasonable departure from
current purchasing practices for people who currently only buy A category firearms. If high
volumes of firearms are traded on the second hand market this option may be impractical
to implement. It may require more administrative resource to operate a pre-approval
process in a timely manner, and it may not be targeting finite regulatory resources at a
significant risk. In addition this option would still require the purchaser and the seller to
notify the registry of the completion of the transaction.
Option 3: Require people to register A category firearms transactions after sale and
purchase
Another option is to require people to independently notify the registry that they’ve either
sold or purchased an A category firearm. Police would then confirm the transfer of
ownership of the firearm from the seller to the buyer. This is how vehicle transfers occur,
with both parties independently notifying NZTA of the transaction.
In this process, there would be no discretion to limit the number of A category firearms per
licence holder, because all Police would be doing is confirming the transaction after the
fact. The information would still be available to Police however, to undertake checks on
security and storage if a person holds a high number of firearms. This option provides a
more timely option for the transfer of firearms between owners. As both parties are
required to notify of the transaction, if one party forgets to, Police can follow up following
notification by the other party to the transaction.
It is also less burdensome and potentially time saving to both the regulator and the
firearms owner, because there is one less step to completing a trade, compared to the
option above. Under this option, private sales between individuals could continue.
Implementation and compliance costs for Police are also manageable as the automated
system is already under development to provide for restricted and prohibited firearms. The
system could be expanded to include the private sales of A category firearms.
Option 4: Dealer only sales for all firearms
Another option would be to disallow/prohibit private sales altogether. All A category
firearms, both new and second-hand, would be acquired and disposed of through a dealer.
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The dealer would be required to be licenced (there are currently 493 licence dealers), and
provide the details of all transactions to Police.
This option would allow for Police oversight, and possibly ensure a more accurate (in
terms of the details of the firearm) record of all legal A category firearms transactions
including the ownership and location of all A category firearms going forward. This is
important as A category firearms are the majority of firearms in New Zealand.
However, it would also result in licence holders, primarily private individuals, facing
increased compliance costs from the commission and administrative fees likely to be
charged by licenced firearms dealers and potentially from the requirement to obtain a
permit to possess. In Australia, only dealers are able to trade second hand firearms and,
despite a cap being put on chargeable commission, licence holders do face increasing
trading costs.
Dealers may not have the capacity to handle the thousands of A category firearms sales
every year. It is likely that this option would in the longer term see an increase in licensed
firearms dealers given the increased volumes of trading and commissions on sales,
amongst other benefits. There would be some increased costs for Police from having to
manage an increased number of applications for firearm dealer’s licences and ongoing
auditing procedures.
All Australian jurisdictions have prohibited private sales and require all firearms
transactions to be conducted by or through a licenced firearms dealer. 4 This is largely due
to the lack of an automated IT processes being available to Police in 1996 when the
legislation came into force. Purchasers are also required to obtain a permit to acquire,
which is a similar concept to New Zealand’s permit to possess.
Considerations
At present, people may not make mail order sales of firearms and ammunition unless the
purchaser has signed for the sale, and without an endorsement showing that a member of
Police has inspected the purchaser’s firearms licence and is satisfied that the purchaser is
fit and proper to purchase that firearm or ammunition. In a modernised system, this
process would be supplanted by the new permit to possess system for firearms and
ammunition. For firearms, whichever option is decided for private sales should be applied
in the mail order context as well. However, at present any person may sell ammunition, not
just licence-holders, (this is discussed further in section 12 on ammunition).
Auctioneers are not in the business of buying and selling firearms, rather they are in the
business of providing the platform or forum for buying and selling. They provide the means
to negotiate and agree on price. Police envisages that online trading platforms and
auctioneers would continue to auction legitimate firearms between legitimate sellers and
legitimate buyers who have the correct permissions.
Options:
•

Option 1: Status quo – allow private sales of A category firearms to continue
without any checks and balances.

•

Option 2: Require a permit to possess for A category firearms.

•

Option 3: Require registration of A category firearms transactions after sale and
purchase.

4 National Firearms Agreement, Council of Australian Governments, February 2017
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be a member of an approved club or range. This option is dependent on clubs and ranges
being licensed under the current policy proposals for amendment to the Arms Act. This
would enable the exemption to operate alongside tightly controlled eligibility and robust
public safety measures.
In addition to the general requirements for a club or range to be licensed, a mixture of
legislation, regulation and notices would set out the parameters of the sporting exemption,
including:
•

a requirement to be an approved club or range for the purposes of sport
shooting with prohibited firearms

•

specifying the classes of prohibited firearms and the types of shooting
competition events for which prohibited firearms may be used, and alignment
of these shooting classes with international rules

•

a requirement to notify and seek pre-approval of Police for each sporting
competition

•

a requirement to have an annual training schedule, as well as an operator
supervisor plan, both prepared in advance and approved by Police

•

a requirement to have processes for incident reporting to Police

•

the safety specifications for ranges that draw from international military
standards of safety for shooting ranges, and balance what is practical and
implementable in the New Zealand context 5, and

•

a requirement that (prior to any exemption becoming law) the shooter seeking
exemption surrender their firearm to Police, or provide evidence to Police
(through the registry) that the prohibited firearm has been transferred to a
person who has a permit to possess the firearm and the correct endorsement.

Eligibility of competitive shooters
This option would limit eligibility to compete in New Zealand based competitions to New
Zealand citizens or residents only. In addition:
•

the fit and proper test for a competitive shooter licence endorsement would
require additional referees over and above a standard licence fit and proper
person test, as well as more rigorous safety training tests

•

an exempted shooter would be endorsed for competitive shooting purposes
and endorsement would be renewable every two years

•

an exempted shooter would be required to demonstrate that they are actively
working towards international competitions

•

the ongoing secure storage and transport arrangements for shooters’
prohibited firearms would be required to not pose a risk of theft and loss, with
security arrangements on premises and in vehicles inspected when
endorsements are renewed (or at any other time considered necessary as per
the Arms Act).

5

Examples of current best practice for range design and development are: Ministry of
Defence JSP403 (Joint Services Publication (JSP) 403 – Handbook of Defence Land
Ranges Safety, Volume II – Design Construction and Maintenance of Small Arms, Infantry
Weapon Systems and 30mm Weapon System Ranges). Range Design and Construction
Guidelines produced by the Canadian Firearms Centre. The New Zealand Pistol Association
Range Manual (2005).
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This option would enable New Zealand competitive shooters to continue to participate in
overseas events, and would enable them to train at New Zealand-based events under wellcontrolled conditions. This option enables people to compete in New Zealand based events
in order to develop the necessary skill to be able to compete on the national and international
stage. Thus, there would likely be local and regional competitions to flow through to the
competition infrastructure at the higher levels, and any person, in practice, could become a
competitive shooter. This may significantly limit the effectiveness of the prohibition and retain
large numbers of prohibited weapons in circulation.
Option 3: Enabling overseas visitors to attend exempted events
Under this option overseas visitors would be able to attend New Zealand events for the
purposes of competing using prohibited firearms. This proposal is based on concerns from
PNZ which, in its submission, said that it wishes to grow this sport from a tourism
perspective. PNZ signalled that preventing visitors that can lawfully compete with MSSAs in
their home country from attending New Zealand based competitions could disrupt the
principle of reciprocity in event-hosting within the international sporting community.
There is a risk that this option would grow the industry and that the development of a tourism
market for firearms that have been prohibited in New Zealand, would send the wrong
messages domestically and internationally.
Option 4: Grandfather existing international competitive shooters
This option entails exempting the people who, over the last five years, can show that they
have already travelled overseas to compete in international competitions that utilise newly
prohibited firearms. We understand that there are approximately 10 people who fall within
this category currently. This group of people would be allowed to continue their training and
competitions in New Zealand for the purposes of preparing for international events.
Similar parameters would need to put around this exemption as outlined in option 2 above.
Some of these parameters may already be in place to some extent at pistol clubs. Thus
grandfathered competitors could be limited to training at these pistol clubs.
A grandfather regime for certain competition using prohibited firearms was applied in
Australia. If New Zealand follows the same path as Australia, this option may be able to be
managed safely.
This approach would be consistent with the intent to limit the number of prohibited firearms
in New Zealand yet creates a pathway for those who have invested time and resources
into an activity. Given that lower level competition would be prohibited, it would not create
a pathway to develop future international competitors and would ultimately lead to the
sport dying out over time.
Options:
•

Option 1: Status quo no exemption for competitive shooters to use prohibited
firearms.

•

Option 2: Provide for an exemption for competitive shooters that enables an
ongoing sport in New Zealand.

•

Option 3: Enabling overseas visitors to attend exempted events.

•

Option 4: Grandfather existing international competitive shooters.

Options Analysis:
The above options are assessed against the following criteria:
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that the policy makers did not anticipate the expansion of online or face to face private
purchases both domestically and internationally.
Option 2: Introduce a requirement to have a permit to import any quantity of
ammunition
This would provide oversight of ammunition importation necessary to see what the
demand is for different types of ammunition. It would also prevent the importation of
prohibited ammunition. This will encourage individuals to purchase ammunition via a
dealer rather than directly from an overseas market. It may increase the price of
ammunition if it cannot be bought directly, but margins are not expected to be significant.
Option 3: Require anyone who, by way of business, sells ammunition to obtain a
dealer’s licence
This will strengthen the opportunity to ensure ammunition is only sold to licence holders
but may be onerous for those businesses, such as petrol stations and farm supply stores,
who sell no other firearm-related items. A possible outcome of this may be that the smaller
of these sorts of outlets decide not to stock ammunition. This could make acquiring
ammunition by farmers for pest control in some rural areas harder.
Option 4: Require a person who, by way of business, sells ammunition to obtain a
firearm’s licence and attach specific record and reporting conditions
This fourth option would ensure ammunition is only sold to licence holders. The reporting
conditions would include an obligation to report any unusual purchasing behaviours. This
will strengthen the opportunity to ensure ammunition is only sold to licence holders, but
may be less onerous for those businesses, such as petrol stations and farm supply stores
who sell no other firearm-related items.
This fourth option would use the existing regulatory regime, but tailor the regulatory
requirements specifically to suppliers and sellers of ammunition so as not to be as onerous
as the requirements to be a dealer. Recording of ammunition sales could be done through
a firearms registry.
Considerations:
Both of the last two options could be used in conjunction with the second option to provide
an additional layer of oversight (i.e. at the front end – importing and at the user end –
sales). The second proposal ensures that only the military can import prohibited
ammunition and provides Police with oversight as to what ammunition is being imported
and in what quantities. The third proposal is intended to ensure that ammunition is only
being sold to firearms licence holders, and to identify any unusual purchasing.
There is no evidence that any of the proposals will reduce the availability of ammunition to
licence holders. Those that will be affected by regulating ammunition sales include:
dealers, farm stores, other general outlets which include ammunition in the wares they
offer for sale, individuals who have identified the opportunity to support their firearms
activities, and clubs who may sell ammunition to members.
For dealers the impact will be marginal to their business in that they may need to apply for
an import permit if sourcing their supplies from overseas. However, dealers have all the
other processes around checking firearms licences and record keeping to easily manage
these regulatory controls.
For some outlets, such as Farmlands who stock no firearms items except ammunition, the
impact will also be marginal. They are likely to source their stock from a New Zealand
supplier, and they already have processes around records of who they have sold
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part to play in
ensuring personal
and public safety.

and whether it is
being sold only to
firearms licensees
as required by
law.

Option 2:

High

High

Medium

Introduce a
requirement
to have a
permit to
import any
quantity of
ammunition

Supports the
purpose of the Act
that all people
who operate in the
firearms
community have a
part to play in
ensuring personal
and public safety.

Would discourage
individuals from
purchasing
ammunition from
overseas. Creates
a permitting
system that
enables Police to
track imports and
sales of
ammunition.

Requires
legislative
change.

Option 3:

High

Medium

Low

Require a
seller of
ammunition
to have a
dealer’s
licence

Supports the
purpose of the Act
that all people
who operate in the
firearms
community have a
part to play in
ensuring. personal
and public safety)

Creates a system
that enables
Police to track
imports and sales
of ammunition.
But may limit
access to
ammunition for
some rural or
isolated
communities if
local businesses
do not want to
get a licence.

Can be
incorporated
into the dealer
regime. May be
onerous for
some
businesses that
only sell
ammunition
and no other
firearms
related items,
and costly for
smaller
businesses to
meet
requirements
of dealer
licence regime.

Option 4:

High

Medium

Medium

Require a
person who,
by way of
business, sells
ammunition
to obtain a
firearms
licence and
attach specific
record and
reporting
conditions

Supports the
purpose of the Act
that all people
who operate in the
firearms
community have a
part to play in
ensuring personal
and public safety.

Creates a system
that enables
Police to track
imports and sales
of ammunition.
But may limit
access to
ammunition for
some rural or
isolated
communities if
local businesses

Can be
incorporated
into the dealer
regime. May be
onerous for
some
businesses that
only sell
ammunition
and no other
firearms
related items,
and costly for

High/Medium

Medium

Medium/High
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Option 2: A clear and enforceable three pronged fit and proper person test
in legislation that includes: what constitutes a fit and proper person, what
does not constitute fit and proper, and discretionary criteria to enable further
information to be sought.
Option 3: An ongoing disclosure requirement on firearms licence holders
around fit and proper criteria.
Option 4: An internal right of review of decisions.
Section 3.2.2 provides options for strengthening the licensing regime by
shortening the duration of the firearms licence
Option 2: Firearms licences are issued for five years.
Section 3.2.3 provides options for strengthening the dealer licensing regime.
Option 2: An excellent character test for issuing a dealer’s licence
Option 3: A clearer definition of a dealer, supported by set of intervention
measures and compliance tools
Section 3.2.4 addresses the lack of controls around the operation of shooting
clubs and ranges
Option 2: Require club and range operators to meet an excellent character
test.
Option 3: Licence all clubs and ranges, including pistol clubs.
Section 3.2.5 provides options to address the use of firearms by visitors to New
Zealand
Option 2: Prevent visitors from being able to buy a firearm in New Zealand
or from being able to bring ammunition with them without an import permit
Option 3: Require visitors to demonstrate their fitness to use a firearm
before they arrive
Section 3.3 provides options to increase compliance and enforcement tools
Option 2: Increase inspection powers.
Option 3: Issue of Improvement notices.
Option 4: Power to suspend a licence and seize firearms prior to revocation.
Section 3.4 addresses the need for a firearms registry to expand the collection of
information
Option 2: Expand the registry to include all firearms.
Option 4: Collect forwards-looking and backfill information on A category firearms.
Section 3.5 provides options for the trading of firearms
Option 3: Require registration of A category firearms transactions after sale and
purchase.
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Individual Licencing
(including impact of
moving first time
applicants to a five
year licence term,
followed by ten year
licences)
Regulated parties and
regulator impacted

Moving to a five year licence term
would effectively double the cost of
licence application processing –
costs are almost entirely marginal as
they are labour intensive. Fees
collected would also increase. The
net effect is estimated to be $5.08m$6.82m additional annual costs to
Police.

Annual average of
$5.08m-$6.82m net
increase in costs to
Police which would
be incurred when
the first cohort
issued with five year
licences apply for a
licence.

The current Licence application fee is
$110 ex GST. The cost to process an
application is estimated at $315$385 ex GST 7.

(The total takes in to
account licence
holder fee
contributions of
$2.75m)

There may be additional costs to
licence holders and Police from
implementing and operationalising:
• Legislated fit and proper
processes
• Additional fit and proper
compliance
• Rights of review processes

Medium

The cost impact would likely be the
work associated with more stringent
fit and proper testing.
Dealer licencing –
impact on regulated
party

An excellent character test and
additional compliance and set of
intervention tools; there are
character test and regulations in
place

Not estimated –
dependent on
additional
requirements on
dealers

NA

Club registration and
club oversight

Based on an estimated 260 new club
registrations:
• An estimated cost is $435-$520
per club.
• Club re-registration costs have
been estimated at a fee of
$840-$1,010 for each club. The
estimate is based on reregistration every five years

$115k-$135k one off

Medium

Cost on regulator in
the absence of cost
recovery
Some unknown costs
on clubs

$45k-$55k per year
$590k-$715k for all
clubs on a one-off

7

In 1998, the cost to Police of issuing a Firearms Licence to an applicant was estimated at $270 by
NZ Treasury. The fee for the ten year licence was set at $126.50 incl. GST due to concerns about
potential low compliance following the move from a life-time licence to a ten year licence. Over time,
costs have increased The cost to process a licence application is estimated at $360-$440 which
covers:
•
•

•

direct personnel costs (Arms Officers, Vetting Staff, Administrative Support and Sworn Officers)
direct costs (travel and resources)
indirect costs (overheads including ICT, property).
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•

Visitor licensing
Cost on regulator in
the absence of cost
recovery
Register and Trade of
Firearms
Cost on regulator in
the absence of cost
recovery

Certification of ranges $2,500
to audit against recognised
standard.

An additional 380 import permits
based on current visitor licences
processed per year extended to
ammunition

$15k-$20k per year

Medium

Registry updates from licence
holders including new registrations,
changes in ownership, and other
updates

$5.7m-$6.9m for
licence holders on
application for
licence over 5 years

Low

Approximately $22-$30 per change.

$0.88m-$1.10m
ownership change
processing per year

Capital spend register/licensing
system within in-flight programme.
Includes build, testing, integration,
and contingency. Inter-agency data
sharing.

$4.4m-$5.3m Capital
includes registry and
data sharing capital
costs.

Ongoing operating costs including
licencing, support, depreciation and
contingency.

Annual operating
costs $0.95m$1.37m

Regulated parties will
experience marginal
unknown costs
associated with
demands upon their
time
Register IT related
costs
Cost on regulator in
the absence of cost
recovery

Medium

Includes training, travel, change
management. This is for a basic
register of information. It will
require additional development and
costs to include all the processing
abilities proposed.
Ongoing costs of administration of
firearms laws.
Ongoing cost of training of Police
staff and building Police capability
and monitoring of register.
Administration and enforcement of
the licensing regime.
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Exemptions from the
ban on prohibited
firearms, parts and
magazines (section
4A(1) of the Act)

Status Quo

No impact

High

Allowance for ammunition import
permits. Over 2015-2018 the
average annual level of imports has
been approximately $19m. Assuming
an average consignment $5,000
value the number of permits would
be 3,000 per year at a $22-$30 each
or $84,000-$114,000

Ongoing annual
costs of $0.97m$1.17m

Low/

Chair plus up to 8 ordinary members
including secretariat, fees (less
absences), travel, and sundry
expenses. Quarterly meetings.
Allowance included for stakeholder
engagement.

Annual $208k-$252k

Medium

Endorsement services require Police
to carry out the following:
• site visit(s) – checking security
every three years
• processing of applications for
an endorsement
• produce and issue endorsed
licence card
• issue licence card after
endorsement
• receive fees

$219k-$264k at time
of application (every
five years) $390k$470k one-off

Medium

Due to insufficient data, ambiguous
impact and low quantum the
following have not been quantified:

Not quantified

Low

Cost on regulator in
the absence of cost
recovery
Ammunition and parts
imports
Cost on regulator in
the absence of cost
recovery
Regulated parties will
experience marginal
unknown costs
associated with
demands upon their
time
Other: Advisory board
Cost to regulator

Other: New
applications for C
endorsement from
those currently
holding only E
Holders of A firearms
licence applying for a
C endorsement and
competitive shooter
exemptions
Cost on regulator in
the absence of cost
recovery

Medium

For coverage of other parts an
assumption of an additional 3,000
permits per year at a $22-$30 each
or $84,000-$114,000

Regulated parties will
experience marginal
small unknown costs
associated with
additional demands
upon their time
Other: Unquantified
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Greater transparency and consistency
of the rules and decision making

High

High

A decision review panel to make
challenges more accessible.

High

High

Improved controls should see a
reduction in firearms deaths, injuries
and accidents.

High

High

Improved oversight of the possession,
trade and transfer of firearms, the
operation of clubs and

High

High

More robust processes for establishing
someone’s suitability for a firearms
licences.

High

Medium

Greater intervention powers to get noncompliant behaviour back on track
quickly.

Medium/High

Medium

Putting the rules and criteria into
legislation should translate to better
enforceability.

High

Medium

Improved controls should see a
reduction in firearms deaths, injuries
and accidents.

High

High

Increased transparency by having
criteria in legislation should translate to
fewer challenges to Police decision
making and fewer court actions.

Medium

Medium

Improved ability to identify risks and
better controls should translate to a
safer society for New Zealanders, while
enabling firearms users to continue
their activities.

High

High

Total Monetised
Benefit

Not quantified

Not
quantified

Non-monetised
benefits

High

High

Regulators

Wider
government

General public
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